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ABSTRACT

The discrete Gabor signal expansion on a lattice that is ob-
tained by linear combinations of two independent vectors,
and its relation with the discrete Zak transform are pre-
sented. It is shown how the Zak transform can be helpful in
determining Gabor’s signal expansion coefficients and how
it can be used in finding the dual window that corresponds
to a given window for this (generally non-separable) lattice.

1. INTRODUCTION

Gabor’s discrete signal expansion is a useful tool to gener-
ate a local-frequency spectrum of a signal. Traditionally,
the Gabor signal expansion is formulated on a rectangular
lattice [1, 2], i.e., an expansion of a signal into a discrete set
of properly shifted and modulated versions of an elemen-
tary signal. It has been shown that the Zak transform is very
useful to determine Gabor’s signal coefficients and to de-
termine the dual window [3, 4]. Some preliminary work to
extend the Gabor signal expansion on a rectangular lattice
to an expansion on a (non-separable) lattice that is an ad-
ditive subgroup of the time-frequency domain can be found
in [5]. In that paper the dual window is determined by the
use of the frame operator. Recently, the Gabor expansion is
extended to the multi-window Gabor signal expansion [6].
A special case of this is the Gabor expansion on a quincunx
lattice. Gabor’s signal expansion on a quincunx lattice and
its relation with the Zak transform have been shown in [7].
In the present paper we extend the idea that is used for the
quincunx lattice to a lattice that can be obtained by linear
combinations of two independent vectors.

2. NON-SEPARABLE GABOR TRANSFORM

In this paper we consider Gabor’s discrete signal expansion
on a lattice that is obtained by linear combinations of two
independent vectors. Thus we consider the lattice�

� = fn0v0 + n1v1jn0; n1 2 Zg

wherev0 andv1 are two independent vectors:

v0 = [aN; c=DK]T ; v1 = [bN; d=DK]T

with a; b; c and d integers,N andK integers, andD =
ad� bc. Each point� 2 � in the time-frequency plane can
be obtained by a matrix-vector product

8�2�9n2Z2 � = ULn;

with

U =
1

DK

�
NDK 0

0 1

�
and L =

�
a b
c d

�
:

Conversely, a point�0 = U�1� is a part of the lattice� if
the vectorx

x = L�1�0 =
1

D

�
d�00 � b�01

�c�00 + a�01

�

contains only integers. Or worded differently, a point�0 2
Z
2 is a part of the lattice� if D is a divisor of(d�00 � b�01)

and(�c�00 + a�01). From the set of shifted and modulated
versions of the windowg[n]

fg0mk[n] = g[n�mN ] exp(j2�kn=DK)g
with m 2 Z andk = 0 : : :DK � 1, we only need those on
the lattice�. By using the Poisson summation formula

1

D

D�1X
`=0

ej2�`n=D =
X
`

Æ[n� `D];

whereÆ[k] is a Kronecker delta, withÆ[0] = 1 andÆ[k] = 0
for k 6= 0, we obtain the shifted and modulated versions of
the windowg[n] on the lattice�

gmk[n] =
1

D2

D�1X
`0=0

ej2�`0(dm� bk)=D

D�1X
`1=0

e�j2�`1(cm� ak)=Dg[n�mN ]ej2�kn=DK:

(1)



We assume that the greatest common divisorsgcd(a; b) = 1
andgcd(c; d) = 1, and the determinantD = det(L) > 0.
A possible common divisor can be unified withN andK.

It will be clear that there are a lot of matrices that gen-
erate the same lattice�. One form, the Hermite Normal
Form [8], is very interesting:

L0 =

�
1 0

�r D

�
;

where�r = h0c + h1d with integersh0 andh1 such that
h0a + h1b = 1 . Note that these integersh0 andh1 exist,
sincegcd(a; b) = 1, and can be obtained by the Euclidean
algorithm. This leads to the simplified shifted and modu-
lated versionsgmk[n] [see (1)]

gmk[n] =
1

D

D�1X
`1=0

ej2�`1(rm+ k)=D

g[n�mN ]ej2�kn=DK: (2)

The shifted and modulated versionsmk[n] are similar.
Gabor’s expansion of the signal'[n] on the lattice�

looks like

'[n] =

DK�1X
k=0

X
m

amkgmk[n]; (3)

where
amk =<'; mk>=

X
`

'[`]�mk[`] (4)

with mk[n] the shifted and modulated versions of the dual
window[n] [cf. (1)].

The area of a cell (a parallelogram) in the time-frequency
plane equals the determinant ofUL, which is equal toN=K.
In this paper we will show how to find the dual window[n]
and the expansion coefficientsamk of the Gabor expansion
on the lattice� where the parametersN andK satisfy the
relationN=K = q=p � 1, where the coprimesp andq are
positive integers,p � q � 1.

3. NON-SEPARABLE GABOR SIGNAL
EXPANSION AND THE ZAK TRANSFORM

We consider signals'[n] and windows[n] that have a fi-
nite supportN' andN , respectively. Under these condi-
tions of finite support, the arrayamk has a finite supportM
in them variable, where the supportM satisfies the condi-
tion MN � N' +N � 1. By periodizing the signal'[n]
and the arrayamk,

�[n] =
X
`

'[n+ `MN ]; Amk =
X
`

am+`M;k;

and the windows[n] andg[n],

�[n] =
X
`

[n+ `MN ]; G[n] =
X
`

g[n+ `MN ];

we get, under the assumption thatDK is a divisor ofMN
andD is a divisorM , the relationships

�[n] =
X

m=<M>

X
k=<DK>

AmkGmk[n] (5)

Amk =
X

n=<MN>

�[n]��mk[n]; (6)

which are the periodized versions of Gabor’s signal expan-
sion (3) and the Gabor transform (4), respectively. The ex-
pressionm =<M> throughout denotes a finite interval of
M successive integersm. For convenience, we introduce
two integersp andq (p � q � 1) that do not have common
factors and for which the relationshippN = qK holds; note
thatK=N = p=q � 1 represents the degree of oversam-
pling. From the assumption thatDK is a divisor ofMN
andD is a divisorM and from the relationshippN = qK,
it follows thatM = pLD andMN = qLDK for an integer
L.

It can be shown that combining (5) and (6) yields the
following condition

X
m=<M>

e�j2�m`r=D��[n� `K �mN ]

�G[n�mN ] =
1

K

X
k

Æ[`� kqLD]; (7)

for ` =<qLD>, with r as defined in (2). It can be shown
that this condition (7) can be written as a sum-of-products
form

fqp�1X
`=0

X
m=<M>

G[n+ iK +mN ]

�e�j2�m(u+ `M=fqp� irM=D)=M

�
X

k=<M>

��[n+ sK + kN ]

�ej2�k(u+ `M=fqp� srM=D)=M =
fqp

K
Æ[i� s]

(8)

with the integerfq such thatD = gcd(D; q)fq, and where
i = 0 : : : fqq � 1 and s = 0 : : : fqq � 1. By using the
discrete Zak transform~'[n; `;N;M ] of a periodized signal
�[n], which is defined according to

~'[n; `;N;M ] =
X

m=<M>

�[n+mN ]e�j2�m`=M;



Eq. (8) becomes

fqp�1X
k=0

~g[n+ iK; `+ kM=fqp� irM=D;N;M ]

�~�[n+ sK; `+ kM=fqp� srM=D;N;M ]

=
fqp

K
Æ[i� s]: (9)

In matrix notation this becomes

G�� =
fqp

K
Ifqq ; (10)

with G anfqq � fqp matrix with elements

Gik = ~g[n+ iK; `+ kM=fqp� irM=D;N;M ]

and� anfqq � fqp matrix with elements

�ik = ~[n+ iK; `+ kM=fqp� irM=D;N;M ];

and whereIfqq is thefqq � fqq identity matrix.
By using the Fourier transforma[n; `;K;M ] of the pe-

riodic arrayAmk, which is defined according to

a[n; `;K;M ] =X
m=<M>

X
k=<K>

Amke
�j2�(m`=M � kn=K);

and the discrete Zak transform, it can be shown that the fol-
lowing sum-of-products form holds

a[n; `+ sM=fqp;DK;M ] =

K

fqq�1X
i=0

~�[n+ iK; `+ sM=fqp� irM=D;N;M ]

� ~'[n+ iK; `� irM=D; fqpN;M=fqp]

with s = 0 : : : fqp� 1. In matrix notation this becomes

a = K���; (11)

wherea is anfqp-dimensional column vector of functions

a =
�
a0[n; `]; a1[n; `]; : : : ; afqp[n; `]

�T
with

as[n; `] = a[n; `+ sM=fqp;DK;M ];

and where� is anfqq-dimensional column vector of func-
tions

� =
�
'0[n; `]; '1[n; `]; : : : ; 'fqq�1[n; `]

�T
with

'i[n; `] = ~'[n+ iK; `� irM=D; fqpN;M=fqp]:

The relation (10) applied to the arbitrary vector� leads
to the condition

G��� =
fqp

K
�: (12)

Substitution of (11) into (12) yields

� =
1

fqp
Ga: (13)

Eq. (11) representsfqp equations andfqq unknowns.
Eq. (13) representsfqq equations andfqp unknowns. In the
case of oversampling (p > q � 1) the latter set of equations
is thus under-determined.

Note that in the case of a rectangular lattice (D = 1),
the integerfq = 1, and (9) reduces to the well-known sum-
of-products form [3]. Another special case is the quincunx
lattice (D = 2). Then (9) falls apart into two cases; the case
thatq is even (fq = 1) and odd (fq = 2), as showed in [7].

4. EXAMPLE

In this section we take as an example the Gabor expansion
on a lattice with matrix

L =

�
2 1

�1 1

�
�
�
1 0
1 3

�
:

We determine some dual windows[n] for different values
of oversampling for the given Gaussian window

g[n] = 2
1
4T�

1
2 e��((n�(NM=2�1))=T )2

with T = 3N=(3
p
8q=p)

1
2 for this particular lattice. The

width of the Gaussian windows is, roughly,T . It will be
clear that when we truncate the window function to an in-
terval ofNw whereNw is much larger thanT , the discrete
Zak transform of this truncated window function will be al-
most equal to the one of the untruncated window function.
The dual windows are depicted in Fig. 1 on the next page.
Note that the dual windows[n] are not real valued. This is
the result of the non-symmetrical lattice with respect to the
time-axis (gmk[n] 6= g�

m;�k
[n]).

As a measure we take the`2 norm of the difference of
the dual window[n] and the optimum dual windowopt[n]
which is proportional to the windowg[n].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented Gabor’s discrete signal expansion on a lattice
that is obtained by linear combinations of two independent
vectors and its relation with the discrete Zak transform. It is
shown that the Zak transform can be helpful in determining
Gabor’s expansions coefficients and how it can be used in
finding the dual window that corresponds to a given window
for this lattice.
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Figure 1: (a) The (normalized) lattice�. The dual win-
dows (b), (c), and (d) (solid line the real part, dashed
line the imaginary part) of a Gaussian elementary signal
g[n] = 2

1

4 T�
1

2 exp(��(n � (NM=2 � 1)=T )2) and the
optimum windowsopt[n] (dotted line) for different val-
ues of oversampling, and the difference of the dual window
and the optimum dual window in thè2 norm sense. (b)
L=2, K=128,p=q = 2=1, jj � optjj = 0:0363, (c) L=1,
K=126,p=q = 7=6, jj � optjj = 0:3270 (d) L=1, K=120,
p=q = 20=19, jj � optjj = 0:5691.
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